
BETWEEN THE LINES

CULTURAL DOGMAS
VS. UNIVERSAL TRUTHS

By Dorice Williams Elliott

A RECENT GOSPEL Doctrine Sunday
School class raised again an issue that has often
troubled me. The lesson dealt with 2 Nephi 5,
where the Lamanites are cursed with a dark
skin ’~that they might not be enticing unto
[God’s] people" (verse 21). I sat there nervously
while the teacher tried valiantly (and somewhat
unconvincingly) to make a case for reading this
and similar Book of Mormon passages symboli-
cally. I noticed the pained looks on the lowered
faces of several black members, and cringed as
a couple of older white members raised their
hands to expound on various justifications for
what amount to overt racial prejudice. And I
asked myself again, how do you deal with a
book that is blatantly racist and sexist but
which we have also been repeatedly told is "the
truest book ever written"?

For someone like me, who believes that
racism and sexism are morally wrong and
unacceptable to God, the only way to reconcile
such passages from the Book of Mormon is to
conclude that, amid a great deal of bedrock
truth about the eternal plan of salvation and
Christ’s mission on earth, some deep-seated
cultural dogmas have also slipped in. Such
cultural dogmas may come either from the
Nephite culture of the Book of Mormon proph-
ets, or from the nineteenth-century American
culture of Joseph Smith the translator, since
every translation, however accurate or even
inspired, is also always a rewriting, an act of
interpretation and commentary which is fil-
tered through the world view of a translator. I
realize that it would be quite presumptuous for
me to claim the authority to decide which parts
of the Book of Mormon or even the Bible
(whose status as a "correctly translated" book is
far less assured in Mormon theology) are eter-
nally true and which bear traces of merely
cultural attitudes and prejudices. But knowing
what I do about the ways in which language,
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writing, and reading work, 1 know that it is
impossible for any mortal to speak, write, or
even quote someone else’s words (including
God’s) outside of a context which unavoidably
includes both his or her own background and
the frameworks for understanding provided by
culture. When a scripture or other statement
conflicts with or directly contradicts what my
conscience and other scripture or modern
prophecy tells me, I begin by asking if cultural
differences could account for such discrepan-
cies.

It is difficult to say much about Book of
Mormon culture since the record is primarily a
history of the Church, various hero figures, and
a series of wars. Like most traditional histories,
it gives little information about the everyday life
of the peoples it chronicles, especially in the
cultural activities usually considered part of the
"feminine" or "domestic" sphere. The very
uniqueness of the Book of Mormon makes it
impossible to glean any such information from
other sources: there are no other records (like
Josephus’s, for example), no parallel mytho-
logies, no histories of neighboring cultures to
compare it with. And there are certainly no
diaries, personal narratives, letters, bills or
account books, or any other "personal" histori-
cal evidence from which to construct a social
history. Even the archaeological evidence is
controversial, to say the least. Few, if any, Mor-
mon historians or anthropologists have been
willing to make guesses based on the various
Indians in North and South America, although
some feel that these tribes are direct descend-
ants, but their culture is degenerate and apos-
tate.

From what is said in the Book of Mormon,
however, we can draw a few conclusions about
the Nephite culture. The text makes plain the
cultural fact of virulent racial animosity based
on skin color. Even when the "curse" is over-
come by selected righteous Lamanites, it is
overcome through assimilation into the privi-
leged white culture, not through any revaluing
of the dark skinned. The promise held out is
not "black [or brown, in this case] is beautiful,

too," but rather "if you’re righteous, you get to
be white and delightsome instead of dark and
loathsome." Skin color, then, serves as a mark
of difference, a way for the "chosen" people to
define and recognize their position in a world
of "opposition" in all things. In the absence of
Canaanites, Philistines, Babylonians, and other
"idol worshipping" races by which to measure
their favored position with God, the Book of
Mormon Jews must create such distinctions
from within their own cultural group. This
process of projecting difference outward, says
historian Dominick LaCapra, is a way to
repress its inwardness. Such a scapegoating
mechanism, says LaCapra, "is a short-cut to
solidarity that projects all undesirable ’alterity’
or otherness onto the clear and distinct, sepa-
rate ’other,: thereby providing a sense of purity
or innocence for the in-group."l In other
words, projecting evil onto an enemy or an
oppressed group is a way to repress one’s own
frightening tendencies and temptations to evil
and to reassure oneself of one’s worthiness. The
"curse" of dark skin seems to function primarily
as a prohibition against intermarriage, which
would, of course, blur all visible distinctions
between chosen and not-chosen, and would
create unbearable tensions for people insecure
about their own identity as God’s chosen.

But the fact that so much is made of the
Lamanites and their dark skin-and that the
possibility of the "curse" being eliminated is so
often raised (the Ammonites, the utopian
period after Christ’s ministry, etc.)-indicates
that such racial animosity was a site of contest-
ation. The dark skin of the Lamanites is always
termed a "curse", with the stipulation that it can
be removed on condition of being righteous, or,
in secular terms, conforming to the rules of the
more privileged group. The Nephites send mis-
sionaries to the Lamanites at various periods,
and there are examples, such as Samuel, of
righteous Lamanites. Thus the racial animosity
of the Book of Mormon is tempered, and one
could read that as a sign that the mark of
difference is not so much God’s "curse" as a
psychological weakness of the Nephites which
must be overcome in order for them to be true
Christians:

And it came to pass in the thirty and
sixth year, the people were all converted
unto the Lord, upon all the face of the
land, both Nephites and Lamanites, and
there were no contentions and
disputations among them, and every
man did deal justly one with another.
And they had all things common among
them; therefore there were not rich and
poor, bond and free, but they were all
made free, and partakers of the heavenly
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gift . . .
-[here were no robbers, nor murderers,
neither were there any Lamanites, nor
any manner of-ites; but they were in
one, the children of Christ, and heirs to
the kingdom of God (4- Nephi
1:2-3,17).

Clearly, God’s ideal society is not racist, and,
in fact, what is notable about 4 Nephi is the
breakdown of oppositional distinctions
between people. Opposition in all things, this
suggests, may be a worldly principle.

However, in the utopian breakdown of dif-
ferences in q- Nephi, however, any mention of
sexual equality-or any mention of women at
all, for that matter-is notable for its absence.
What we know about women’s lives from the
Book of Mormon is sketchy in the extreme. We
can assume that Book of Mormon women were
not a part of the power structure of state or
church (one Lamanite queen reigning with her
husband is admitted to the record, but no
Nephite women after Sariah). In one o1: the rare
passages where women are mentioned-the
story of the Sons of Helaman-they were cred-
ited wi~h (what else?) righteous mothering
Wherea:s the racial curse on the Lamanites is
worried over frequently, the absence of women
in the Book of Mormon is not questioned or
even commented upon by the book’s writers;
they seem to feel the absence is so perfectly
natural that it needs no comment. Thus the
very ab:sence of references to women in the
Book of Mormon is the most telling evidence of
deep cultural bias against women appearing in
any public role or in any capacity besides that
of wife and mother. Only one woman, Abish, is
even noted for her religious faith; Sariah
appears as an Eve-like example of woman’s
weakness. While we know virtually nothing
about what women were doing in Book of
Mormon culture or how they were treated, we
can nonetheless read their absence as a sign
that sexual equality was so far from a reality
that it was not even raised as an issue-or if it
was an issue, it was so threatening as to be
entirely repressed in the text. What many today
would call rampant sexism is seen in the Book
of Mormon as entirely "natural."

The nineteenth-century Americart culture
from which Joseph Smith translates is much
more: accessible. Of course traditional history
books from and about that period would-like
the Book of Mormon--feature primarily white
male: figures performing in events of ,.state, reli-
gion, and war, as well as a racial prqudice so
extreme that slavery of blacks and extermin-
ation of Indians were both widely accepted
social practices. But contrary to these tradi-
tional historical narratives, we also know, of

course, that none of these basic cultural atti-
tudes went unchallenged. There were organ-
ized movements for women’s suffrage and abo-
lition of slavery, and at least some published
protest against the inhuman and unjust treat-
ment of Indians. Moreover, the w:ry fact that
women, blacks, and Indians (to name only
three of the largest and most visible oppressed
groups) were vociferously and even scientifi-
cally denounced as inferior to white male
Christians is a sign that this dominant group
felt threatened. In these post Enlightenment
years the "naturalness" of white male suprem-
acy in Western culture was no longer quite so
obvious as it may have been in previous genera-
tions. Historian Chantal Mouffe suggests, for
instance, that what makes racism and sexism
visible is the elimination of other forms of
hierarchy and subordination. In other words,
in a land where all men had recently been
declared "created equal," it was inevitable-and
also terrifying- that questioning about equality
in other domains would follow.

This kind of ambivalence about ~:he "natural-
ness" of racism and sexism is reflected in
Joseph SmitNs own writings and the practices
he instituted in the Church. He opposed slav-
ery, for instance, while denying blacks the
Priesthood. Women were allowed to participate
in the sacred temple endowment, but were
there put under covenant to obey their hus-
bands and denied unmediated access to God.
Indians were actively proselyted, but none
became important or powerful fig, ures in the
Church organization.

What Joseph Smith began, however, has
been carried further by twentieth-century LDS
prophets. Most obviously, black men can now
hold the Priesthood. We now haw_" one Indian
General Authority. There have even been some
modest institutional changes in the role of
women in the Church: they may now pray in
meetings, speak (occasionally and briefly) in
General Conference, and hold :~ome token
power positions (the BYU Board of Trustees, for
instance). While such changes in the position
of women in the Church are far from sweeping,
they do indicate a gradual erosion of sexist
attitudes toward women which once went
almost unquestioned.

The questions of racial and sexual prejudice
in the Book of Mormon, our oxvn contemporary
Mormon culture, or, for that matter, any cul-
ture, continue to trouble and perplex all sensi-
tive readers who find such attitudes and prac-
tices un-Godlike and morally questionable.
Although I, like so many others, have given a
great deal of thought to these issues, I can’t
claim to have solved the problem or to have
answered all the questions. What part did God

himself have in the "curse" of dark skin? Was
it a natural p~gmentation reaction that the
Nephites naturalized by calling it an act of God
(another of those explanations one often hears
in Gospel Doctrine classes)? Was it a temporary
measure that God himself employed in order to
preserve a righteous people but which He
expected them to move beyond as they later did
in q Nephi? Did God even use the word
"curse", or did the Nephite prophets, or did
Joseph Smith? If women are equal in the sight
of God, why would he allow a book of scripture
to virtually ignore their existence? I see no way
to arrive at any definitive answers. And, as I
said earlier, I am certainly not going to set
myself up as a judge of which parts of scripture
are cultural dogmas and which are universal
truths. What I am offering here instead is a
suggestion-a general approach to reading and
thinking about inspired texts which are none-
theless inextricably rooted in unfamiliar cul-
tures. What I want to point out is simply that
attitudes and practices that seem so "natural" as
to be self-evident and unquestionable in some
cultures are not necessarily universal and
unchanging, ew:n when they are canonized as
an integral part of the "truest book ever writ-
ten." In the desire to claim "only trueness" for
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
many Mormons actually have the habit of
metacnorphosing many such culturally specific
practices, values, and attitudes into universal
truths. In the attempt to preach the gospel of
Christ to all the: world, we also tend to spread
our culture over all time and all places-both
the historical past and the worldwide present.
But the fact that many practices described in
scripture-blood sacrifice, dietary laws, and
priesthood exclusions, to name only a few of
the most obvious-have been questioned and
overturned by later prophets proves that just
because something is in scripture doesn’t mean
it is universally true and applicable to all. In
fact, perhaps in each age people struggle with
issues which were not even recognizable as
problems to other ages. Fortunately for us (at
least in my view), we live in a culture where
racial and sexual prejudices are not so deeply
entrenched that they seem "natural" and con>
pletely reasonable. With the help of God and of
our own prophets, perhaps we can learn to
eliminate in our age evils as repulsive and
reprehensible as idolatry was in another, and
come even closer to the kind of eternal relation-
ships with other mortals and with God that we
came here to learn.

NOTE

1. Dominick LaCapra, "Ideology and Critique in Dick-.
ens’s Bleak House," Representations 6 (1984), p. 121.
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